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About This Content

On the beautiful island of Tropico, it never rains; El Presidente insists on it. So when the clouds roll in and the rain starts to fall
you know something is on the way. Rumours are that a group of citizens have united to form a mysterious cult and have placed a

curse over Tropico. A new supernatural authority is looking to seize power and you, as El Presidente, need some divine
assistance to lift the curse. Enter, the Inquisition.

Bring the special services provided by the Inquisition to Tropico and keep them in good favour by building them a new HQ
from which to bring down the cultists and their supernatural wrongdoings. But don’t let them have too much power. Make sure
you remind them that only you, El Presidente, is the one true ruler of Tropico. Only through your careful management can you

guarantee that Tropico returns to the island paradise it was before.

New standalone scenario: “Tropican Redemption“ – Banish the cultists from your island and lift Tropico from its curse

New building: Inquisition – Spy on factions and unmask the roles of each faction member

New dynasty avatar accessory: Inquisitor’s hat

New sandbox map: Isla del Rey

New music track and additional voice recordings
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Title: Tropico 5 - Inquisition
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 400 or higher, AMD Radeon HD 4000 or higher, Intel HD 4000 or higher (DirectX 11 hardware support
required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Got 2 hours to spare and wanna do nerve-wrecking puzzle? You got this.. I wish the main game was focused on bonus games,
not other way around. Other than that, it is a nice game, plenty of types of solitaires amongst bonus games, looks nice, and main
game is good.. A little bit of frost from Everlasting Summer. A magnificent end. Your choices matter. There are real
consequences, and you can act however you wish. Or hold a dark mirror up to yourself, and maybe learn something.. A
thoroughly unique sound-based fps well worth the asking price!. Too short.

Realistically, given the amount of assets that are in the game for environments and characters, this could have been longer, more
in depth and a richer storytelling experience. Its good, but its REALLY short.

Short games can be good, and this is arguable a so-so story, but it feels like corners were cut and the writer just wanted to finish
the thing and be done with it rather than expand it into a richer expereince.
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This game is really not worth buying. There is not much new things in the game. The story plot is incomplete, the combats are
repetitive, and the equipments is boring. There is nothing challenging. I truly regret buying this game.. Once upon a time I was a
very solid baseball player. Not here to brag on, only using that to preface what I'm about to say. Swung as hard as I could as if
swinging a bat, 410 ft homer. Next hit was a glorified bunt swing meant to just hit the ball based on trajectory, 470 ft homer.
What?! It's a decent party game if you're looking for just some basic fun. If you're looking for anything beyond just a little party
fun, pass.. its very good for fast jobs.

please add "select frame by frame". its very necessary^^

update: please add just cutting one video file feature. i want to cut just one video file. can you add this?

updated rewiew: you are just amazing! with last update we can select frame by frame!
this is the best!
 thany you!. good game, keeps me on edge. Doesn't work.... This is a hard one, I like the game and is actually fun to play, it
lacks controller support which should be mandatory for this kind of game. The main menu it's terrible, you mouse over anything
and it'll be selected. The actual game is very fun to play but no score whatsoever, no goals to reach. I think the game has lots of
potential but it needs something else to grab the players. I recommend it AT a lower price, it is not worth what is asked at this
stage.. Sadly the game didn't feel as fun as Job Simulator.. I want to know If I can play with random people that i dont know and
not have to do a livestream or anything. Also, it won't open the game and keeps glitching out trying to open. Anyone have
answers?. Hard game, bad graphics. Could be stimulating for some people though.. I must confess this felt so much like a 9
Clues game, I had to check whether it was the same developer or not. Turns out it isn’t.
Those unofficial Scooby-Doo spin-offs are some of the most hilarious “so bad it’s good” stuff you can get on Steam. Like 9
Clues 2, the story is a mix of some of the silliest writing, allied with abysmally FAILed deduction sequences. The resulting
cocktail can be awesome—if you are in the mood for it.
But this game reaches new depths its prestigious model didn’t dream of, as even the hidden objects sequences haven’t been
checked for bad spelling (Who doesn’t like to wear a bowl at a party, instead of a tie), or even for proper translation for that
matter (you are going to be surprised by what a “necklace” or a “glass case” are supposed to be).
The main villain is Mr. Freeze cosplaying as an Ewok, for Christ’s sake!

I wish I could recommend it, but gaming-wise, the puzzles are also some of the stupidest ever. Quite a few of them are
Playskool complexity levels.

Anyway, thanks for the laughs, game, but as you say it: 

Thank God there is always a new day, where you can start at the beginning of everything.
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